Brave New World Test

1. The three pillars in this book are: community, ______________, ________________.

2. Bokanovsky’s Process is a way to:
   a. produce hypnopaedia messages
   b. divide fetuses into social groups
   c. rid the world of diseases
   d. divide the human egg several times

3. When Fanny learns Lenina has been dating Henry for four months, she:
   a. chides Lenina for not be promiscuous
   b. complains that he is too hairy
   c. becomes interested in Henry also
   d. suggests that Lenina might prefer Bernard
   e. takes a soma holiday

4. Alphas wear ______________

5. Gammas wear ______________

6. Epsilons wear _______________

7. Why are Epsilons happy being the lowest caste?

8. Mustapha Mond is:
   a. a world controller
   b. the DHC’s real name
   c. head of hypnopaedia suggestions
   d. John’s guardian
   e. John’s savage name (what they call him on the reservation)

9. Bernard’s only real friend is:
   a. John
   b. Lenina
   c. Mond
   d. Benito
   e. Helmholtz

10. Bernard is different from the other Alphas because:
    a. he is smarter
    b. he has blond hair
    c. he wears pink
    d. he is short

11. The DHC’s biggest mistake with Bernard is:
    a. telling him about the past
    b. trying to recondition him
    c. dating Lenina
    d. wishing him a happy holidays in stead of a Merry Fordmas

12. A.F. stands for:

13. Children play hunt-the-_________________

14. The savage names for alcohol are:
    a. soma, gramme
    b. rume, vodcalka
    c. heeskde, justodi
    d. mescal, peyote

15. The psychological name for Ford is:
    a. Skinner
    b. Pavlov
    c. Freud
    d. Flivver
    e. Mabie

16. What is the perfect drug?
    a. mescal
    b. peyote
    c. rume
    d. vodcalka
    e. soma

17. Who is “too able?”
    a. Bernard
    b. Helmholtz
    c. Henry
    d. Benito
    e. Mustapha

18. What does Bernard do that freaks Lenina out?
    a. talks about marriage
    b. takes her to the ocean
    c. takes to a wrestling event

19. Who went to the savage reservation at some point in their life?
    a. Darwin Bonaparte
    b. DHC
    c. Benito Hoover
    d. Henry Foster
____ 20. The DHC plans to send Bernard to:
   a. Greenland    b. Iceland    c. Malaysia    d. the Reconditioning Board     e. ISS

____ 21. When the savages meet Lenina and Bernard, they are carrying:
   a. gourds     b. knives     c. snakes     d. eagles     e. a dead dog

____ 22. What does the coyote man do to the 18 year old?
   a. whips him    b. eats him    c. hunts him    d. kills with snake venom    e. burns him

23. Who else besides John can quote Shakespeare?

24. What is Helmholtz's rhyme about?

25. What is Helmholtz's reaction to Shakespeare?

____ 26. Park Lane Hospital is for the:
   a. deconditioned    b. dying    c. diseased    d. soma overdosed    e. seniors who do not read books and fail their tests

27. When Linda wakes up, she thinks John is:

28. What is the cause of Linda's death according to John?

____ 29. Helmholtz chooses an island with:
   a. good weather    b. bad weather    c. lots of snow    d. little food    e. no electricity

____ 30. John drinks __________ to make himself vomit.
   a. soma and mescal    b. castor oil    c. rabbit's blood    d. mustard and water

____ 31. After Helmholtz leaves England, where does John make his home:
   a. in a savage reservation in Scotland    b. in a crashed helicopter    c. in a light house    d. in a cave    e. in Helmholtz's isolated mountain cottage

32. We Want The ________________!

____ 33. The name of the feelie about John is:
   a. The Savage of Surrey    b. Three Weeks in a Helicopter    c. Three Weeks in a Helicopter Part II    d. The Whip of the Savage

____ 34. What does John participate in that makes him lose all hope?
   a. an orgy    b. a solidarity service    c. a trial    d. a feelie about himself

____ 35. The compass points at the end show:
   a. the extent of the civilized world    b. the demise of the civilized world    c. the thoughts of John as he ruminates his destiny    d. the feet of John

36. Is this or is this not a utopian society? Explain your answer by using facts from the novel.
Matching: Match the characters with their descriptions. They may be used more than once.

A. Lenina  D. Henry Foster  F. Fanny  G. Bernard Marx  L. John
N. Mustapha Mond  O. Linda  R. Pope  T. Helmholtz

____ 37. has been dating Lenina for four months
____ 38. was stabbed by John
____ 39. ugly, fat, and smelly
____ 40. shares Lenina’s last name
____ 41. holds his arms out like Christ till he faints
____ 42. says, “Hug me till you drug me!”
____ 43. writes a poem about solitude
____ 44. only one besides John to have read Shakespeare
____ 45. takes John to the feelies
____ 46. gives John Shakespeare
____ 47. takes Lenina to Malpías

48. Explain ONE of the following Huxley quotes in detail (they do not come from the book):
   Facts do not cease to exist just because they are ignored.
   Maybe this world is another planet’s hell.
   Experience is not what happens to a man; it is what a man does with what happens to him.
   Happiness is not achieved by the conscious pursuit of happiness; it is generally the by-product of other activities.

***** Extra Credit***** What is the economic theory that the Malthusian belt is based on?